Speaking The Same Language:
Health Care’s Diversity Debate
(NAPSA)—In the U.S. some
176 languages are spoken.
This is especially apparent in
hospitals when patients literally
do not speak the same language
as their doctor.
It is important to know that a
hospital is prepared for a diverse
pool of patients. Hospitals with a
followed policy on language services cut down on cost and wait
times for all patients, regardless of
their language.
The leading language services
company serving the health care
market, CyraCom, has teamed up
with Roper Public Affairs to learn
more about the scope of the diversity challenge from various
experts and thought leaders.
Its 2006 report, “Increasing
Diversity: Issues and Opportunities with Providing Health Care,”
explores the thought leaders’ perspectives on diversity. The publication also includes statistics from
the Language Index, CyraCom’s
proprietary database of language
information drawn from tracking
more than 900 hospitals and
health care facilities nationwide.
Information found in the study,
which includes expert interviews,
referenced source material and
Language Index data, includes:
• Excerpts from a report that
state cross-cultural issues can
result in longer office visits,
patient nonadherence and consent
delays
• Data showing hospitals in
Midwestern states—Michigan,
Missouri and Nebraska—have
seen the largest percentage
increase in number of languages
requested

A nurse uses an over-the-phone
interpreter to talk with a patient
about her new baby.
• Suggestions that hospital
and medical staff must deal
directly with issues of language,
culture and communication
• Statistics illustrating that
languages most needed in hospitals served by CyraCom are Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese, Korean
and Arabic
• An opinion that more than 20
percent of hospital residents are
unprepared to treat new immigrants
and patients with religious beliefs
that may affect treatment
• Data indicating emerging languages being asked for in hospitals
more and more include Somali,
Bengali and Haitian Creole.
Minorities currently comprise
25 percent of the U.S. population,
yet a Sullivan Commission report
found minority groups account for
less than 9 percent of nurses and
6 percent of physicians.
Using improved techniques to
help break down language and
cultural communication barriers
will result in better care for everyone—with lower costs and
increased understanding.
For more information, visit
www.cyracom.com.

***
In order to become the master, the politician poses as the
servant.
—Charles de Gaulle
***

The federal budget for 1998
showed a surplus of $70 billion,
the first surplus since 1969, and
the largest ever.
***
Power always has to be kept in
check; power exercised in
secret, especially under the
cloak of national security, is doubly dangerous.
—William Proxmire
***

Miami, the most southerly
major city on the continental
U.S., sits about two degrees
north of the Tropic of Cancer.
***
Lighthouse: A tall building on
the seashore in which the government maintains a lamp and
the friend of a politician.
—Anonymous
***

Creating Your Businesses’ Sense Of Style
(NAPSA)—The look of your
business—and a great design concept—can make a powerful impact
on customers and help generate
revenue. That’s the word from
Susie Mendíve, a graphic designer
who has spent years helping
brands—from nonprofit organizations to large beauty companies—
create their own
unique image.
Mendíve believes
it is important to create an image that is
consistent throughout—from Web site
to letterhead to the
Mendíve storefront window.
The image should clearly communicate what it is your company
does.
Here are her five tips to step
up your business style:
• Observe, observe, observe. Consider your favorite
clothing designers, boutique
hotels you love and your musthave magazines. Each of these
can provide clues to how they
created their business style
through hangtags, labels, menus,
drink napkins, font choices, color
schemes and Web sites.
• Get organized. Every small
business has a similar list of tools,
including a logo or specialized version of their company name, letterhead, stationery, business
cards and a Web site that shows
current and potential customers
that it is in business. Take time to
think about your customers and
what they need from you and your
business.
• Go digital and save money.
Forrester Research recently found
that 42 percent of small businesses
are marketing or advertising their
business online. A Web site and

Susie translates her personal
style into SUM, a signature line of
home and lifestyle products.
e-mail address are musts.
• Find the right partners. It
can save time and money to have
an outside expert help with the
process. For example, a company
such as Network Solutions can
help you create a Web site, design
a logo and even drive traffic to
your business. You can even
design your Web site yourself with
their Do-It-Myself easy-to-use
Web templates, or have one of
their Web designers create a site
for you.
• Style equals advertising.
Make sure your style is consistent
across all elements of your business. This conveys a sense of
attention to detail and helps build
consumer confidence. It’s also
important to use that style wherever you can—a branded envelope
may be seen by more than just the
recipient of your invoice.
For more tips on how to “style
your business,” visit www.style
y o u r b i z . c o m o r www.network
solutions.com.

(NAPSA)—Nanotechnology—
the manipulation of materials at
the atomic level in nanometers, a
billionth of a meter—has recently
come into play in the insulation
arena. A material called HydroNM-Oxide has been shown to be
highly effective at insulating
against all types of thermal transfer. And it’s been incorporated into
a new line of coatings for the home.
Nansulate HomeProtect Interior
is a paintable, mold-resistant
coating that can be applied to
interior walls, ceilings, attics and
floorboards to give added insulation benefits, without the use of
potentially harmful anti-fungal
agents. Nansulate HomeProtect
ClearCoat can be applied to exterior and interior surfaces. For
additional information, visit
www.industrial-nanotech.com.
***
Experts say one way to
strengthen parent involvement
with children is to seek out local
family resources. For example,
the Boys & Girls Clubs of America’s Family P.L.U.S. (Parents
Leading, Uniting Serving) initiative provides family-strengthening activities and resources in
local communities to help families
become more stable, cohesive and
connected. To learn more about
the programs available through
the Boys & Girls Clubs of America, visit www.bgca.org.
***
“The teenage years can be
awkward both physically and
emotionally for teens,” said Susan
Shand, one of the co-founders of
Tess (Teen Everyday Skincare

System). So Shand, co-founder
Sheri Poe and their daughters
created a brand that celebrates
the personal, individual beauty of
each teenage girl. To find out
what teens wanted and needed,
Shand and Poe spoke with hundreds of teens and their mothers.
Today, the Tess Advisory Panel—
made up of girls 13 to 17—provides opinions on everything from
naming, scents and packaging
design. The kits and products will
be available in select Sephora
stores and on www.sephora.com.
For more information, visit
www.tessskin.com.
***
On April 6, 2006, a healthy,
295-pound, female Asian elephant
named Mable was born at the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Center for Elephant Conservation ® (CEC) in central
Florida. The facility is dedicated
to the reproduction, research and
retirement of the endangered
Asian elephant and is celebrating
its 11th anniversary this year. For
more information, visit www.ele
phantcenter.com.

Travel Channel’s Samantha Brown
Shares Her Top Packing Tips
(NAPSA)—Chances are packing properly won’t make or break
your next vacation—unless you
forget something major—but it
can still be more important to a
pleasant voyage than you think.
With constantly changing security regulations, here are some
tips from Travel Channel’s
Samantha Brown on getting your
vacation off to a good start:
• Don’t overpack. It’s better
to rewear clothing than to carry
around items you don’t need,
and as a last resort you can
always shop at your destination.
Try to pack so that each piece of
clothing can be paired with
everything else, every top with
every bottom.
• Start with a base of one
basic color. Black, brown and
navy are versatile. Even in
Europe, dress codes are relaxing
at many restaurants, so you may
only need to pack jeans (but if
you have a specific restaurant in
mind, check with it or your guidebook before going).
• Colorful accessories brighten
up both day and night outfits. A
scarf or pashmina can double as a
sash or wrap for your shoulders.
• Buy small plastic bottles for
your toiletries so you are not lugging around your six-month supply of shampoo.
• Clear plastic bags let security inspectors go through your
luggage more easily without having to unpack it. It has to be
done, so you may as well make it
easier for everyone—including
yourself.
• Try to pack clothes that
don’t have to be ironed. Vacation

(NAPSA)—These days, people
are jumping online in search of
trendy, delicious recipes to impress
family and friends. Recently, the
U.S. Duck Council introduced
www.ImpressWithDuck.com—an
online resource that provides timestarved cooks with alternative,
easy recipes that impress guests
with simplicity and style.
Explore the rich history, luxurious accommodations and offthe-beaten-path spots of today’s
Europe.
should be an escape from housework, and not all hotels have
ironing boards available.
If you need inspiration to use
these tips, Brown’s show, “Passport to Europe,” airs Thursdays at
8 PM (ET/PT) on the Travel Channel. From stomping grapes with
the locals on the Greek island of
Mykonos to indulging in a traditional meal of fondue and Swiss
yodeling in Geneva, Switzerland,
Brown’s travels allow her to meet
the locals, explore the cities and
immerse herself within the cultures. In addition to practical
information and tips on getting
there and getting around, Brown
connects with a variety of local
experts who provide unparalleled
access to the must-see sites, the
unknown treasures that aren’t in
the travel guides and the places to
eat that only the insiders know.
Learn more at www.travel
channel.com.

***
Avoid using harsh electric
sharpeners. Chefs prefer professional sharpeners/honers such as
Füri’s Ozitech, which is a simplified, compact version of their threestage Tech Edge sharpening system. “You won’t believe how quickly
and perfectly it sharpens any
knife—a few swipes and you are
done,” says author and television
cook Rachael Ray. To learn more,
visit www.furitechnics.com/ozitech.
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